Circulatory models in assessment of cardiac enzyme release in dogs.
Cardiac ischemia causes interstitial leakage of cellular enzymes followed by release of these enzymes into plasma. Quantitative interpretation of these data requires a specific circulatory model, and the performance of such models was investigated. Plasma activities of cardiac enzymes were measured for increasingly abrupt forms of ischemic heart injury in the dog: 1) permanent ligation of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD); 2) reperfusion after 2 h of ligation of the LAD; and 3) calcium-free perfusion of the LAD during 10 min (calcium-paradox injury). Release into plasma of a rapidly (41%/h) and a slowly (2.2%/h) catabolized enzyme was calculated from the plasma activities, using a detailed circulatory model with compartments for heart, plasma, muscle, skin, and viscera. The time course of cellular enzyme leakage into interstitial space in the heart was calculated from release into plasma and a range of reported values for transendothelial permeability. Simplification to one- and two-compartment models introduced, respectively, 10 and 2% error in calculated cumulative release. Considering the other sources of error, this implies adequate performance of the two-compartment model. Protein washout from the heart is strongly influenced by expansion of interstitial protein space with dead myocyte volume and depends on the microheterogeneity of necrotic tissue areas. Accelerated release of enzymes into plasma after reperfusion reflects accelerated cellular leakage rather than enhanced washout.